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                                Hot News

                                TPCB Show TAIPEI 2024 will schedule to be exhibited at Taipei Nangang Exhibition Hall from 10/23 to 10/25. 
                                
                            

                        

                    

                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Hot News

                                AI servers has pushed up PCB) industry. AI server PCB boards can be mainly divided into GPU board sets, CPU board sets and accessory boards. AI servers drive PCB value increases, of which approximately 94% mainly comes from GPU board sets.
                                
                            

                        

                    

                    
                    
                        
                                                                  
                                 Hot News

                                 Looking at the PCB market, the overall consumer electronics and server market shipments declined in 2023. The only one to grow against the trend is the automotive board market. Looking forward to 2024, automotive boards will still be relatively stable growth is expected, especially for electric vehicle PCBs due to their high number of layers and thick copper products. The product unit price is relatively high, which is expected to promote the overall output value of automotive boards.
                                
                              

                        

                    

                       
                

                
                
            

        


        
            
                
                    Welcome to MBC
                    We offer More Best Choices for you.
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                       經營理念 Management Philosophy

                       Be your world-class partner

                       [image: ]
                       Services Excellence with Care, MBC TECH committed to be your world-class partner. MBC Technology Co. Ltd. is a professional 'Total Package' solution company in Taiwan.

                       
                       We deliver a wide range of Rigid, Rigid-Flex, & Flex Printed Circuit Boards, as well as components, and completed assemblies while always maintaining superior quality service at the most competitive price.  

                        

                        
                    

                    
                    
                       公司簡介 Company Profile

                       MBC Technology Co. Ltd. is a professional "Total Package" solution company in Taiwan.

                       We deliver a wide range of Rigid, Rigid-Flex, & Flex Printed Circuit Boards, as well as components, and completed assemblies while always maintaining superior quality service at the most competitive price. 

                       Each member of MBC's management team has more than 10 years experience in the PCB industry and at least 5 years experience in the components and PCB Assembly industry. 

                       We are committed to providing you with the highest quality, most cost-effective means and the quickest delivery with all of our products, from sample quantities, High Mix-Low Volume through mass production for all our customers.

                       MBC was established in 2003 and obtained our ISO 9001 Certificate in 2006. In the last few years, MBC is consistently growing and devoted to satisfying their customers' needs. 
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                            Different 
Solder Mask
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                            SMT

                            Surface Mount 
Technology
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                            Connector

                            D SUB
HDMI & USB
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                            Goodsky Relay 
Products
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                            DIP Switch
SMD Switch
  
                

            
            

            
            
            
     
           
                    
              
            

        

        
        

        
        
        
         
            
                
                        
                        

                        
                                品質政策 Quality

                        

                        
                                Detailed Quality Package Service.
掌握關鍵細節，提供優質服務。
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                        If you would like to have a quote or have any question regarding our products. Please contact our office

                        [image: ] 12F-2, No. 102, Zhongping Rd.,TaoYuan City, TaoYuan County 33066, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
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                        如需要我們為您服務，竭誠歡迎您與我們連絡。

                        [image: ] 33066 桃園市中平路102號12樓-2
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